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Adaptive Variational Quantum Dynamics (AVQD) algorithms offer a promising approach to providing quantum-enabled solutions
for systems treated within the purview of open quantum dynamical evolution. In this study, we employ the unrestricted-vectorization
variant of AVQD to simulate and benchmark various non-unitarily evolving systems. We exemplify how construction of an expressible
ansatz unitary and the associated operator pool can be implemented to analyze examples such as the Fenna–Matthews–Olson complex
(FMO) and even the permutational invariant Dicke model of quantum optics. We furthermore show an efficient decomposition scheme
for the ansatz used, which can extend its applications to a wide range of other open quantum system scenarios in near future. In
all cases the results obtained are in excellent agreement with exact numerical computations which bolsters the effectiveness of this
technique. Our successful demonstrations pave the way for utilizing this adaptive variational technique to study complex systems in
chemistry and physics, like light-harvesting devices, thermal, and opto-mechanical switches, to name a few.

1 Introduction

Simulation of quantum systems interacting with an inaccessible environment has emerged to be a challeng-
ing frontier of research in physics and chemistry not only to demystify its abstruse theoretical underpinning
[1, 2, 3, 4] but also to unveil its potential technological ramifications in both natural [5, 6, 7] and artificial
light-harvesting devices [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], thermal, opto-mechanical switches and transistors [14, 15, 16],
trapping of neutral atoms/ions in a dissipative cavity [17], understanding loss of atomic density in an ul-
tracold lattice [18] transport characteristics in atomtronic diodes or transistors[19], understanding and
mitigating noise on quantum devices [20] to name a few. The primary challenge in the domain is to accu-
rately represent and simulate the effect of the environment in inducing decoherence and dissipation within
the dynamical evolution of the system of interest. Depending on the specific nature of the system and
environment, this dynamical evolution can indeed be modelled as memoryless or Markovian [21, 22] which
assumes an instant recovery of the environment to its initial equilibrium state or it could even be Non-
Markovian where once the environment is altered there is a significant back-transfer of information/energy
from the latter to the system of interest thereby necessitating the inclusion of memory [23]. Such formu-
lations construct generators on a reduced dimension thereby obviating the need to include all the degrees
of freedom of the environment which is often intractable. Of the two mentioned, Markovian evolution is
the focus of this work due to its inherent simplicity yet pervasive applicability in understanding many
intriguing physical phenomena under weak system-environment coupling[22, 24]. A typically employed
candidate to model the time dependent trajectory of the system under such Born-Markov approximations
[25] is the Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad (GKSL) equation, also known as the Lindblad equation
[26, 27, 21]. Since the aforesaid evolution is time-local, it may apparently seem that solving dynamical
evolution generated by it may be easily classically simulatable. However, it must be emphasized that for
large system sizes, even classically storing such a quantum state can be resource intensive let alone ma-
nipulation. Thus advances made in the direction of constructing new algorithms which are polynomially
efficient in run-time and storage would be beneficial.

Over the past few decades, a scientific quest to engender a second quantum revolution have gathered
momentum. At the core of this paradigmatic transformation, lies the ability to successfully construct
quantum computers and the concomitant development of a plethora of algorithms which can leverage
its unprecedented power [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. It is needless to mention that physical sciences
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stand as an eminent beneficiary due to the innate ability of quantum devices to better simulate quantum
mechanical problems itself owing to clever usage of the power of superposition, interference and non-
classical correlations. As a result several proposals have been made in recent years which focuses on
dynamical evolution of both closed and open systems [3, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. In the interest of the
latter domain, a primary difficulty lies in the very nature of the evolution itself which demands non-unitary
operations unlike the majority of quantum gates which are inherently designed to be reversible and unitary.
Most of the algorithms proposed circumvents this restriction through techniques like dilation [3], singular
value decomposition [42], quantum singular value transformations [39], Trotterization of the Liouvillian
[43], annealing [44] and even full simulation of the environment and system in an optimized Hilbert space
that can faithfully reproduce environment correlation functions[37]. Most of these techniques require
large-depth circuits which are not near-term implementable as present day quantum devices are prone to
imperfect gate operations and short lifetime of the qubits which severely limits the quality and scope of
the simulations performed. To this end, variational algorithms have been used with astounding success
in the past few years to tackle these problems. One such promising variational method in the domain
of open quantum system simulation is the recently proposed Unrestricted Adaptive Variational Quantum
Dynamic (UAVQD) method [45]. The crux of the idea is to cast the Lindblad equation into a form that
can be interpreted as an effective Schrödinger equation for a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. The unitary
part of the evolution of the quantum state under the effect of the re-formulated equation is thereafter
modelled on a quantum device using a variational ansatz. The loss of normalization of the state at each
time instant is accounted through a measurement protocol. An unrestricted adaptive scheme is adopted
which keeps the norm difference between the actual and the simulated evolution below a preset threshold.
UAVQD is especially beneficial for its computational efficiency in obtaining the effective Hamiltonian and
its scalability advantages, as the ansatz is chosen by the user.

In this article we use the said technique for performing simulations and benchmarking few important yet
a diverse class of non-unitarily evolving systems. Specifically we implement the UAVQD for three physical
systems. First system we tackle is the amplitude-damping channel that is widely used as a model for
spontaneous emission of a 2-level atom [3] and also for understanding how dissipation in quantum devices
hampers qubit lifetime. The second is the Fenna–Matthews–Olson complex (FMO) with 3 out of the usual
7 chromophores included [6]. The FMO complex is a widely studied model system for explicating light-
induced events in certain strains of autotrophic/photosynthetic bacteria [46, 47]. The FMO mediates the
transfer of solar energy from the antenna towards the reaction center. The efficiency of this energy transfer
is extremely high as compared to artificial photovoltaics: for this reason, a thorough understanding of
energy transfer events within the FMO complex may lead to the development of high-efficiency photovoltaic
systems. We thereafter shift our focus to the implementation of this scheme to study the Dicke model of
quantum optics and exploring the superradiance effects- a study to the best of our knowledge is hitherto
unexplored by any quantum algorithm. Dicke super radiance denotes the collective emission of an ensemble
of inverted atomic emitters placed within an array of size much smaller than the wavelength of common
electromagnetic mode with which they are interacting [48]. Under such conditions, for dilute arrays, the
spontaneous emission rate decays monotonically in time and at a given instant is simply proportional to
the number of emitters. However, when the array is densely packed, it is observed that interaction among
the atoms leads to synchronous emission with the phase of oscillations of the individual atomic dipoles
being locked as the emission event proceeds in real time thereby enhancing the emission rate initially. This
manifests itself as the characteristic bursts of photon and a distinctive increase in intensity of emission
at initial times. Even though the original Dicke problem [48] is well-understood due to permutational
symmetry of the atomic emitters which makes it analytically solvable and tractable, however, in recent
years, it has been experimentally observed that such superradiance burst is still retained even in extended
and disordered arrays (provided inter-atomic separation is small relative to the wavelength of the common
mode). In such systems often site-dependent dipole-dipole interaction between the atomic emitters exist
thereby moving away from the aforesaid Dicke limit [49].The state space in this regime scales exponentially
in the number of emitters as permutational invariance between atoms is lost thereby rendering classical
computational efforts hard. We seek to understand this regime in 1D and 2D using the polynomially scaling
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UAVQD algorithm and efficiently calculate the emission rate. Such efforts may present a new paradigm
which may find application in quantum metrology [50], atomic waveguides [51] and even in ultracold
atoms [52].

The organization of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we give a review of the UAVQD vectorization
method, explaining the mathematical formulations and key steps in the execution procedure. In the next
section, Section 3, we demonstrate quantum simulations of three open quantum systems: the amplitude
damping model, the FMO complex, and Dicke superradiance. For all these examples, we provide a very
brief review of their importance and the required theoretical background. We mention the details of the
operator pool created for the quantum circuit and simulation parameters. Then we report simulation
results obtained for each example in their corresponding subsections in Section 3. Finally in Section 4.,
we conclude by stating the merits of this method and the scope for future improvements.

2 Unrestricted Adaptive Variational Quantum Dynamics

The UAVQD approach can potentially emerge as a promising technique for exploring complex quan-
tum phenomena, such as the Dicke superradiance and the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex. This
method, as recently discussed by Chen et al. [45], offers a compelling framework for simulating the quantum
dynamical evolution of open systems for NISQ devices. AVQD is available in two variants: the quantum
trajectory method[53] and the vectorization method[54, 55], with the latter being the central focus of this
article.

The primary objective of the vectorization method is to respect the fact that digital quantum computers
can strictly implement only unitary operations, yet adapt the latter to simulate non-unitary dynamical
evolution. This adaptation is achieved by transforming the density matrix ρ ∈ L(CN) as follows:

ρ 7→ vec(ρ) = |ν⟩ where |ν⟩ ≡ [ρ11, ρ12, · · · , ρ21, ρ22, · · · , ρNN]
T ∈ CN2

(1)

It is easy to ensure, that the following relation holds√
Tr(ρ†ρ) =

√
⟨ν|ν⟩, (2)

Since during any non-unitary dynamical evolution, the purity of the density matrix ρ is lost, normalization
of |ν⟩ is also compromised, a preeminent feature which we shall return to soon. Given, that the system of
interest is described by H ∈ L(CN ) and jump operators {Lk}pk=0 where Lk ∈ L(CN ) ∀k, the time evolution
of |ν⟩ can be expressed as :

d

dt
|ν(t)⟩ = −iHeff(t)|ν(t)⟩, (3)

In deducing Eq.3 we have re-formulated the standard Gorini–Kossakowski–Sudarshan–Lindblad (GKSL)
master equation [26, 27, 21], in Lindbald form using the well-known identity vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗A)vec(B)

where (A,B,C) ∈ L(CN ). The operator Heff ∈ L(CN2
) is an effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian given

by:

Heff = I ⊗H −HT ⊗ I + i
∑
k

[
L∗
k ⊗ Lk −

1

2
(I ⊗ L†

kLk + LT
kL

∗
k ⊗ I)

]
, (4)

It must be emphasized that Heff is non-Hermitian and hence can be decomposed into a Hermitian (He)
and anti-Hermitian (Ha) part as follows:

Heff = He − iHa, (5)

where He =
Heff+H†

eff

2
and Ha = i

Heff−H†
eff

2
.

To solve the linear ODE in Eq.3 with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, we employ a variational quan-
tum algorithm. The key concept of a variational algorithm is to approximate quantum states with a
parameterized circuit (ansatz):
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|ν(t)⟩ ≈ |ϕ(t)⟩ =
k∏

l=1

e−iθl(t)Ol |ψR⟩, (6)

where l indexes each layer of the circuit with a unitary gate e−iθl(t)Ol ∈ L(CN2
), θµ(t) are real tunable

parameters, and |ψR⟩ is the initial reference state. The upper limit k in Eq.6 corresponds to the number
of operators considered in the pool and can be tuned to enhance the expressibility of the ansatz. The
evolution of the state is approximated by the evolution of the parameters θl(t). McLachlan’s variational
principle is used to minimize the distance as follows:

δ

∥∥∥∥d|ϕ(θ(t))⟩dt
+ iHeff |ϕ(θ(t))⟩

∥∥∥∥2

= 0. (7)

Variational minimization as indicated in Eq.7 leads to the equation of motion for the tunable parameters:

M(t)θ̇(t) = V(t), (8)

where elements of M and V are defined as

Mkj(t) = 2Re(∂⟨ϕ(θ(t))|
∂θk(t)

∂|ϕ(θ(t))⟩
∂θj(t)

+ ⟨ϕ(t)|∂|ϕ(θ(t))⟩
∂θk(t)

⟨ϕ(t)|∂|ϕ(θ(t))⟩
∂θj(t)

) (9)

Vk(t) = 2Im(⟨Heff⟩⟨ϕ(θ(t))|∂|ϕ(θ(t))⟩∂θk(t)
+ ∂⟨ϕ(θ(t))|

∂θk(t)
Heff |ϕ(t)⟩) (10)

The form of the ansatz in terms of unitary operations as given in Eq.6 is norm-preserving and hence
can only track the evolution of the normalized state. However as indicated before modelling the loss of
purity of the density matrix is quintessential. To track the norm loss at a given time t with an increment
of dt one can compute the following:

⟨ϕ̃(θ(t+ dt))|ϕ̃(θ(t+ dt))⟩ ≈ e−δΓ⟨ϕ̃(θ(t))|ϕ̃(θ(t))⟩ (11)

where δΓ = 2⟨ϕ(θ)(t)|Ha|ϕ(θ)(t)⟩dt.
The algorithm uses an adaptive procedure to add components to the ansatz i.e. add new operators {Ol}

from a pool of available operators to enhance expressibility. To ensure that is the case, the McLachlan’s
distance is kept below a prefixed threshold, and if it exceeds this threshold, the adaptive procedure is
triggered. In the unrestricted adaptive variational quantum dynamics (UAVQDS) protocol, a greedy
approach is used to select and apply operators from the pool that lower the McLachlan distance, ensuring
that it reaches the lowest possible value.

To simulate a system with an N×N density matrix, one typically needs to read and process N(N− 1)/2
entries, requiring N(N− 1) variables to represent these entries and resulting in a complexity of O(N2). How-
ever in a variational protocol like ours we typically use a circuit construction/ansatz comprising of 2log2(N)
qubits and operations characterized by parameterized unitary gates which require O(poly(2log2(N)) pa-
rameters in total to represent the target state. Such constructions are made in such a way so that
O(poly(2log2(N)) operations/gates (especially two-qubit gates as in near-term devices such operations
have high infidelities thereby adversely impacting the quality of the result) are required which affords
a polynomial run-time complexity as well. We shall exemplify such ansatz development schemes in the
forthcoming sections through appropriate examples. Furthermore the algorithm is equipped with features
that allows us to read the matrix elements of (Mkj of matrix M and Vk of vector V) directly from the
quantum circuit through an appropriately designed quantum circuit [38]. This can potentially obviate the
need to ever access/store the full quantum state which provides a scheme polynomial in system size as far
as storage is concerned. Furthermore, the number of measurements required from such quantum circuits
would be equal to number of matrix elements of (M, V) both of which inherently depends on the number
of parameters used (See Eq.9) and is order O((poly(2log2(N)))

2). For a more detailed description and
implementation of the algorithm, please refer to the original work by Chen et al. in Ref. [45].
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Figure 1: Snippet of the ansatz construction scheme. This figure provides a visual representation of the ansatz used in
UAVQD method. The circuit initializes in the state given in first block. Next, the two-qubit entangling operations are
labeled as ’Entangled Gate’ with notation scheme RZY θa(t) implies two qubit rotation ZY gate with θa parameter at time
t, where subscripts a, b, c . . . are simply to notify that each block has distinct θ.

3 Applications

3.1 2-Level Amplitude damping channel

Before delving into more complex examples, let’s examine a simple two-level amplitude damping channel,
which is straightforward to implement and can also validate the execution of UAVQD scheme. Amplitude
damping channels provide valuable insights into the behavior of quantum systems in realistic environ-
ments and are essential for advancing the field of quantum information science. These channels model
noise processes, like spontaneous emission or energy dissipation, arising from interactions with the envi-
ronment. Understanding and mitigating their effects are crucial for designing robust quantum algorithms
and implementing fault-tolerant quantum computing schemes.[56, 57], The state space in this example is
2-dimensional and is labelled as (|0⟩, |1⟩). We choose the said levels to be degenerate with the common
energy value set to zero. Since the paradigm is famously known for modelling spontaneous emission, we
use jump operators of the form σ− = |0⟩⟨1| facilitating the transition from the state |1⟩ to the state |0⟩
with a transition rate of γ, while σ+ = (σ−)† is its Hermitian conjugate signifying transition in the reverse
process. The equation of motion of the density operator ρ(t) ∈ L(C2) of this system is governed by the
usual GKSL equation as:

dρ(t)

dt
= γ

(
σ+ρ(t)σ− − 1

2
{σ−σ+, ρ(t)}

)
, (12)

with {·, ·} denoting the anti-commutator.
To treat the system, we constructed an ansatz using a pool of operators that included single-qubit Pauli

operators Psingle = {RXi
(θ(t))}2i=1∪{RYi

(θ(t))}2i=1∪{RZi
(θ(t))}2i=1 and two-qubit Pauli operators obtained

from all possible combinations of Ptwo = e
−iθPi⊗Pj

2 where Pi, Pj ∈ {Xi, Yi, Zi}. Fig. 1 provides a snippet
of the ansatz to illustrate the scheme used. For the numerical simulation, we start with an initial state of[
1
2
,
√
3
2

]
which corresponds to a 2× 2 density matrix as:[

0.25 0.433013
0.433013 0.75

]
,

This was then flattened into a 4× 1 vector to initiate the vectorization protocol. We chose a decay rate
of γ = 1.52× 109 s−1 and performed calculations [3] using the UAVQDS method. The populations of the
two states were extracted from the first and fourth entries of the density matrix output at each timestep,
shown as filled dots in Fig.2. We set an adaptive threshold of 10−6 for the McLaghlan norm and evolved
the system from time t = 0 ps to 1000 ps with a time-step (δt) of 40 ps. The solid lines in Fig.2 depict
the exact solution derived from the Hamiltonian Open Quantum System Toolkit (HOQST) package[44],
serving as benchmarks. The UAVQD results (filled dots) align extremely well with the exact solution.
These results demonstrate the accuracy of this method in generating quantum circuit enabled simulations.
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3.2 Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex

Figure 2: Population comparison between state |0⟩ and state |1⟩ for the amplitude damping model. Solid lines show exact
solutions serving as benchmarks, while filled circles represent results from vectorization and UAVQDS methods.

3.2 Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex

To test the efficacy of the UAVQD method for a more complex problem, we chose the Fenna-Matthews-
Olson (FMO) complex as an example. FMO is essentially a trimeric pigment protein complex that occurs
in green sulfur bacteria and plays a pivotal role in the process of photosynthetis [46]. Within each FMO
monomer, there are seven bacteriochlorophyll chromophores each of which can be modelled as a pseudospin-
1
2
system. The initial photo-excitation can arise in either chromophore 1 or 6, and is eventually transferred

to chromophore 3, closely linked to the reaction center for the Calvin cycle.[58, 59, 60] This energy transfer
involves hopping to neighboring chromophores and predominantly influenced by environmental interactions
especially of the protective protein scaffold.[61]

The FMO complex consists of multiple highly efficient routes for exciton transfer to the reaction center.
Here, we consider the three-chromophore subsystem, consisting of chromophores 1-3, the ground state,
and the sink state, which is known to faithfully replicate the exciton dynamics of the complete seven-
chromophore monomer[59]. This five site sub-system is labelled as |i⟩4i=0 with excitation at the sink
denoted by the state |4⟩ and that of the ground as |0⟩. The Hamiltonian for such a system in this single
excitation manifold is given as follows:

H =
4∑

i=0

ωiσ
+
i σ

−
i +

∑
j ̸=i

Jij(σ
+
i σ

−
j + σ+

j σ
−
i ) (13)

where state |i⟩, characterized by energy ωi, is generated using the Pauli raising operator σ+
i on the vacuum

and eliminated using the Pauli lowering operator σ−
i . The coupling strength which defines the transition

rate for the coherent dynamics between states |i⟩ and |j⟩ is denoted by Jij. The dynamics of the FMO
system can be effectively modeled using the GKSL master equation in Lindbald form as.

dρ(t)

dt
= −i[H, ρ(t)] +

∑
k>0

(
Lkρ(t)L

†
k −

1

2
{L†

kLk, ρ(t)}
)

(14)

where the seven operators Lk represent distinct physical processes, each embedding a rate γk within its
definition. Dephasing is described by operators L1 through L3 where Ldeph(i) =

√
α|i⟩⟨i| with i = 1, ..., 3;

dissipation, captured by operators L4 through L6, each of which depicts the transition from state |i⟩ to
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3.3 Dicke Superradiance

Figure 3: This schematic diagram depicts the part of the quantum circuit utilized in the simulation of the FMO complex,
operating with a 6-qubit system and with notation same as the previous Figure 1. It highlights the possible arrangements
of single-qubit and multi-qubit entangling operations, where cross marks in the blocks represent the qubits involved in an
entanglement.

the ground state |0⟩ as Ldiss(i) =
√
β|0⟩⟨i| with i = 1, ..., 3. Hopping of excitation irreversibly from state

|3⟩ to the sink (|4⟩) is described as Lsink =
√
γ|4⟩⟨3|.

Given that the Hamiltonian in Eq.13 is represented by a 5× 5 matrix in the basis of states |i⟩4i=0, it can
be padded to represent operators in the space of three qubits. According to the vectorization protocol,
which requires twice the number of physical qubits for representation, the ansatz for this system would
thus involve six qubits. The operator pool designed for this example is more complex than that used
in the amplitude damping model and serves as a precursor for tackling our primary case study of Dicke
Superradiance. We have developed a comprehensive pool of operators that incorporates single-qubit Pauli
operators Psingle = {RXi

}6i=1∪{RYi
}6i=1∪{RZi

}6i=1, as well as multi-qubit operators ranging from two to four
qubits. These are constructed from all possible combinations of Ptwo = eiθPi⊗Pj , Pthree = eiθPi⊗Pj⊗Pk , Pfour

= eiθPi⊗Pj⊗Pk⊗Pm where {Pi, Pj, Pk, Pm} ∈ {Xi, Yj, Zk}∀ (i, j, k) ∈ Z6 with the condition that i ̸= j ̸= k.
Fig. 3 provides a visual excerpt of the ansatz, illustrating the utilized scheme.
To simulate the FMO complex using the UAVQD method, we initialized it with a specific state where only
the first chromophore is excited i.e. state |1⟩. Calculations were performed using a time interval of 1 fs
until tf = 300 fs. The elements (ωi, Jij) when substituted in eV in Eq.13, leads to the following form [6]

H =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0.0267 −0.0129 0.000632 0
0 −0.0129 0.0273 0.00404 0
0 0.000632 0.00404 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 (15)

For the numerical solution a dephasing rate α = 3.00 × 10−3 fs−1, a dissipation rate β = 5.00 × 10−7

fs−1, and a sink rate γ = 6.28 × 10−3 fs−1[6]. These parameters are crucial for accurately modeling the
dynamics of the FMO complex.

The results of the UAVQD simulation for the FMO complex were compared to the exact solution,
showing very good agreement as can be seen in Fig.4. The populations of the ground state, sink state, and
three chromophore sites were extracted from the density matrix output at each timestep, demonstrating
the effectiveness of the UAVQD method in accurately simulating the dynamics of systems as complex as
the FMO.

3.3 Dicke Superradiance

Dicke superradiance [48] is a fascinating phenomenon in which a group of excited atoms, as they release
their energy, do so collectively and in a coordinated manner. This synchronized decay causes them to
behave like a single, powerful antenna that emits a burst of photons. To achieve this effect, the atoms
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3.3 Dicke Superradiance

Figure 4: The population dynamics of the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex, showcasing the populations of site 1
through 3, the ground state, and the sink state. The solid lines represent the exact calculations, while the spaced filled
dots correspond to calculations using the vectorization and UAVQDS methods. The UAVQD method was employed with a
timestep of 1 fs, and an adaptive threshold of 10−3.

must be closely spaced, with an inter-atomic distance (d) smaller than the wavelength (λ) of the common
electromagnetic mode of their interaction.

When the atoms are sufficiently close together (d << dcritical where dcritical ≳ λ), their interaction leads
to synchronous emission, where the phase of oscillations of the individual atomic dipoles becomes locked
as the emission event progresses in real time. This synchronization enhances the emission rate initially,
resulting in a more rapid release of energy compared to the case when atoms are spaced further apart
(d ≳ dcritical). In the latter case the spontaneous emission rate decays monotonically in time and is simply
proportional to the number of emitters.

We follow the work by S. Masson et al. [49] to simulate the Dicke superradiance and calculate the
emission rate by developing an anstaz used for UAVQD scheme. We use the following Hamiltonian for n
atomic emitters

H = ℏ
n∑

i=1

ω0σ̂
i
ee + ℏ

n∑
i,j=1

J ijσ̂i
egσ̂

j
ge (16)

where σi
ee = |e⟩⟨e|i i.e. signifying projector onto the excited state of the i-th qubit. Similarly σi

ge = |g⟩⟨e|i
is a ladder operator for |g⟩ → |e⟩ at the i-th site. The coherent interaction matrix elements J ij between
the atomic sites in Eq.16 can be obtained as

J ij = −Re(µ0ω
2
0

ℏ
P∗ · G0(ri, ri, ω0) · P) (17)

where P is the dipole matrix element associated with the transition and G0(ri, ri, ω0) is the Green’s function
often called the propagator of the electromagnetic field between different atoms at positions ri and rj

G0(rij, ω0) =
eik0rij

4πk20r
3
ij

[
(k20r

2
ij + ik0rij − 1)I+ (−k20r2ij − 3ik0rij + 3)

rij ⊗ rij
r2ij

]
. (18)

where k0 = 2π/λ0, rij = ri − rj and rij = |rij|. We chose ω0 = 2π for all computations henceforth.
To define jump operators we use a different set of matrix elements Γij which can be obtained as

Γij = −2Im(
µ0ω

2
0

ℏ
P∗ · G0(ri, ri, ω0) · P) (19)
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3.3 Dicke Superradiance

Figure 5: Photon emission rate for the three atom chain configuration is plotted against the time. The solid curves and
seperated dots represent the exact and UAVQDS-vectorization calculations respectively for two possible scenarios: when
atoms are densely packed i.e. d = 0.1λ and when atoms are separated at an inter-atomic distance of d = 0.9λ which is similar
to the magnitude of the excitation wavelength of the coupling field. The method was employed with a timestep of 10−3 time
unit, utilizing operator pool P2 and an adaptive threshold of 10−1.

Elements in Eq.19 are thereafter assembled into a matrix Γ̃ and diagonalized to obtain eigenvalues as
decay rates {Γν}ν=1,N . Corresponding eigenvectors (αν,1, αν,1....αν,N)

T are used to construct collective
decay channels/jump operators as follows

L̂ν =
N∑
i=1

αν,iσ̂
i
ge, where

N∑
i=1

α∗
ν,iαµ,i = δνµ and

N∑
ν=1

Γν |αν,i|2 = Γ0 ∀ i. (20)

In the above expression Γ0 is free space emission rate. Equipped with Eq.16 and Eq.20 above we can
define, the evolution equation for density matrix ρ over time t as

ρ̇ = − i

ℏ
[H, ρ] +

N∑
ν=1

Γν

2

(
2L̂νρL̂

†
ν − ρL̂†

νL̂ν − L̂†
νL̂νρ

)
(21)

We selected a linear chain comprising of three atomic emitters and utilized the quantum optics package
in Julia[62] to obtain the jump operators and decay rates for this configuration.[63] With these values, we
conducted simulations using the vectorization and UAVQDS scheme. We use for illustration two different
lattice spacings (d = 0.1λ, 0.9λ) where λ0 ∝ 1

ω0
. Our simulation requires 6 qubits in total. We employ

the same form of the ansatz as that in the FMO complex as shown in Fig.3 and we start the simulation
in |eee⟩. It must be emphasized, that an example like Dicke superradiance is extremely difficult to be
treated with the trajectory method [45] as the dynamical evolution doesn’t restrict the state space to
the single-excitation manifold and the ground state (unlike in FMO). On the contrary due to successive
emission, the state can collapse into the any of the manifold of states with lower overall excitation number
(or to any superposition of states thereof). This renders the discontinuous update of the parameters of the
quantum circuit in the trajectory method difficult which is quintessential to capture collapse and ensure
proper execution of the algorithm. In the vectorization protocol such discontinuous updates are completely
precluded in favor of only continuous updates as characterized by Eq.8.

In Fig.5 we present the total photon emission rate defined as η(t) = ⟨
∑N

ν=1 ΓνL
†
νLν⟩(t). As has been

shown in Ref.[49], we see when the lattice spacing d = 0.1λ (d << dcritical) , η when plotted against
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time (Γ0t) shows a non-monotonic trend characterized by an initial increase followed by an exponentially
decaying tail. The peak maxima in η vs Γ0t curve scales as ∝ O(N2). This is in sharp contrast to the
other limit when the lattice spacing is d = 0.9λ (d ≈ dcritical) when η vs Γ0t curve registers a declining
exponential with a decay-constant ∝ O(N). We see UAVQD procedure can successfully distinguish both
the limits and yield results in good quantitative agreements with the exact ones.

4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated the versatility of the UAVQD vectorization method through three different exam-
ples, showcasing its applicability to a wide range of open quantum system scenarios. Particularly in the
case of Dicke Superradiance, where the state can evolve in many possible pathways because of successive
emissions, which makes it difficult to use the other flavour of UAVQD, trajectory method, where system
collapses to particular state for measurement. Therefore, we have shown here successfully that the vec-
torization method is best suited for such continuous update requirement. We have developed a UAVQD
operator pool capable of handling the complexity of multiqubit systems. The runtime complexity of our
method is significantly lower, i.e. polynomially scaled compared to the exponential scaling of classical
methods. In the Appendix we have shown that we can improve this to linear scaling with the scheme
which can require only O(log2N) gates, given all-to-all connectivity in qubits. The trapped ion quantum
computers have been proven to be promising to handle such ansatz constructions.[64] While demonstrat-
ing the successful execution of UAVQD method, we would like to reemphasize one of the shortcomings of
UAVQD method is the necessity to choose the correct operator pool, which can be challenging at times.
There is room for improvement in our scheme for the decomposition of the ansatz, as well as in the selection
of the operator pool. Future work could focus on refining these aspects and studying more examples, such
as Dicke Superradiance, where continuous updates are a requirement.
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Appendix:

The utilization of multi-qubit gates within an ansatz necessitates their decomposition into basis gates
for implementation on a quantum circuit. This decomposition not only provides insights into the depth
and quantity of gates required in a quantum device but also aids in understanding its intricacies. Our
proposed decomposition strategy involves the most common CNOT gate and single-qubit Rz gate. This
decomposition is linearly scalable for k-qubit gates, representing an efficient approach. One can employ
the following scheme, (as detailed in the figure caption below) for decomposing all multi-qubit gates in
the ansatz used in Fig.3. Even though we show a generic example of a k- qubit ansatz below, it must
be emphasized that application of such multi-qubit gates among arbitrary subset of qubits can be easily
accomplished in fully connected quantum computers, such as those on trapped ion-based platforms.[64],

Figure 6: Quantum circuits require the transformation of multi-qubit entangled gates present in the ansatz into CNOT and
single-qubit gates. For the general form of the operator present in our ansatz, Ru1,u2,u3,...,uk

, we first decompose it using the

relation ui = ViZiV
†
i . Here, ui is one of the Pauli operators, i.e., X, Y, and Z, and their corresponding V are the eigenvectors

that diagnolizes the single-qubit unitary into Z.(For example for ui = X the choice of Vi=H, the conventional Hadamard
gate) . In the second step, the Rz1,z2,z3,...,zk operator in the middle is decomposed into a series of CNOT gates and one Rz

gate. With this strategy, we observe a linear scaling of the number of decomposed gates; that is, for every k-qubit entangled
gate, we can decompose it into O(k) basis gates. Such multi-qubit gates can then be implemented across any k qubits in the
hardware chosen provided we are using platforms which can successfully prepare all-to-all qubit connectivity.
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